Specialist and Unique Solutions to Height Safety Issues.
We are here when nothing else works.

Bettersafe International. Doing Fall Protection Differently.

Who is Bettersafe International?
We are specialists in working at height. Nothing else. No dilution, no separation, no compromise.
With over 40 years of experience within our walls we offer our partners high quality, industry leading fall
protection equipment and unique solutions. Couple this with extensive training courses, exceptional quotation and
technical support, and a very rapid response to required solutions, you have a winning formula to partner with.

What does Bettersafe International do?
Fall protection. It’s what we do at Bettersafe International. It’s how we do it that is different.
Unlike the majority of suppliers our single focus is ensuring that our clients, you, get the product you need when
you need it. This is done through large stocks and an open ear. We are relaxed and responsive, we always answer
our phones and we are always willing to assist in whatever means we can.
For far too long product developers have been listening to the market through the ears of manufacturers. The
voices of the users, the installers, the safety managers and building owners seem to have been lost in the wind.
Bettersafe International are doing things differently. We are listening.
We work alongside development partners to ensure that the products we deliver you are already field tested and
designed for the market into which they are being placed. We offer a product developed for the market into
which is to be used, and we price it to win. Simple as that.

What are we looking for in partners?
We don’t want “just another client”. We are always on the look out for those people and companies in the industry
who are of a like mind and disillusioned with their current supplier. People who are looking for something a little
different. People like you.
If you are reading this then you are at least a little interested in something new, something different. You are
already looking with at least one eye at what is happening and possibly looking to join a network of companies
who want to change the face of fall protection for the better.

Where have we been?
We have worked alongside some of the leading companies in the construction industry, with installations of our
products being in some of the most prestigious of locations, such as football stadiums, airports and Government
buildings across the globe.
We have key installations in Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, France, United Kingdom, Spain, Australia, United
States, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Eire, Italy.
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Walk Angel Benefits
Walk Angel walkways allow you to traverse roofs safely, maintaining the integrity of the roof. Designed
to be as user friendly as possible, Walk Angel is easy to install and use. Each segment is constructed
from sturdy GRP and PVC and features a flush fit joining system, as well as a non-slip surface: this
ensures minimal trip risk in all weather conditions.
The pieces are guaranteed not to warp, split or twist, meaning you’ll have a walkway you can rely on
throughout each job. It’s even fire retardant: so whatever the situation, Walk Angel is sure to weather
it brilliantly.

Key Benefits:
 Lightweight for reduced transport costs and quicker handling
 Slip resistant
 Fire resistant
 Boards made from 100% recycled materials
 Recyclable
A Greener Choice
As well as being robustly constructed, Walk Angel is designed with the environment in mind. Every
piece is made in the UK and the boards are made from 100% recycled materials: not only does this
make it easier to transport and assemble, but it minimises the product’s CO2₂ emissions, ensuring it is
that little bit kinder to the environment.
When your Walk Angel nears the end of its working life, it can be easily recycled, giving it a new lease
of life later on.
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Trapezoidal Roofing
Installed using SFS IRIUS anti tamper screws with
a sealant strip beneath each fixing the Walk
Angel system is fast to install, delivered in 3m
constructed panels.
Older panel shown for illustration of installation types only.
White panels will be supplied.

Standing Seam Roofing
Installed using S-5! Clamps the Walk Angel
system is robust, anti slip and delivered with high
visibility sections to show direction change and
edges.
Older panel shown for illustration of installation types only.
White panels will be supplied.

Flat Roofing
The weighted Walk Angel system is delivered in
1.5m sections and connects together using SFS
IRIUS anti tamper screws. Quick to install and
low impact the system is ideal for protecting flat
roofing areas.
Older panel shown for illustration of installation types only.
White panels will be supplied.

Steps and Barrel Roofing
By producing a bespoke frame system we can
manufacture the Walk Angel to any angle, even
to barrel roofing systems. Available with Guard
Angel installed the steps conform to the required
building regulations.
Older panel shown for illustration of installation types only.
White panels will be supplied.

Pitched
For roofing areas over 5 degrees in pitch we
offer a levelling system, bespoke manufactured
to the roof angle to ensure maximum
functionality.
Older panel shown for illustration of installation types only.
White panels will be supplied.
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UK
Riverside
Mountbatten Way
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1DY
United Kingdom
t | + 44 (0) 1260 217 437
NETHERLANDS
Azewijnseweg 12 SF
4214 KC Vuren
The Netherlands
t | + 31(0) 183 820 280
info@bettersafeinternational.com
www. bettersafeinternational.com
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